3)).
While browsing the profile' computed by the TOPIC system for each text. These 'topic profiles' are generated from the text knowledge and give an overview over the topical structure of the text. In fig. 4 
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Appendix : Interaction with TOPOGRAPHIC
The previous example gives an impression how a dialog session with TOPOGRAPHIC may look like. In the following a more systematical approach is taken to explain the functionality of TOPOGRAPHIC. The object specific reactions on the three most important commands -as shown in figure 6 -will be explained. Additionally some commands not pertaining to information retrieval are introduced, such as system maintenance facilities (eg for knowledge bases updates).
Informational Objects
The description of an informational object contains information about its graphical appearance (display) and the reaction on the commands (select, zoom, browse). 
Other Couands
There are some more commands which are of minor importance for the concept of informational zooming as outlined in this paper but should nevertheless be mentioned.
-
The task of building a knowledge base as employed by TOPOGRAPHIC is supported by graphical edit functions which may be applied to a "frame net" object.
LENAT ET AL. 86 identify efficent construction of knowledge bases as one of the bottlenecks within AI projects. The formal foundation of FRM -the representation model of the knowledge base {see above} -combined with the expressiveness of graphical interaction helps to overcome some of the problems of unguided editing.
The automatic classification of concepts in a is-a hierarchy may be seen in comparison to the editing by analogy as proposed by LENAT ET AL, 
